
Austria U-Turns on Vaccine Passports

Austria is due to start phasing out its Covid restrictions on February 19th, with almost all going on

March 5th, although the Government hasn’t said whether it will now abandon plans to make

vaccination mandatory, a law that was due to be enforced on March 15th. Reuters has more.

Austria will li� most of its remaining COVID-19 restrictions by March 5th,

including scrapping an earlier closing time of midnight for bars and restaurants

and allowing nightclubs to reopen, Chancellor Karl Nehammer said on

Wednesday.

The Government said the steps were being taken cautiously with daily new

infections hovering below their record peak and a manageable situation in

hospitals due to the smaller incidence of severe cases in the latest wave of the

coronavirus, dominated by the highly contagious Omicron variant.
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According to Breitbart, not all restrictions will be li�ed on March 5th.

The easing of curbs as Omicron has proven to be milder than earlier variants will

deepen doubt about whether the Government will implement a recently enacted

law making vaccination against COVID-19 compulsory – the �rst such measure in

the European Union.

The law, due to be enforced from March 15th, has done little to raise one of the

lowest vaccination rates in western Europe.

“On March 5th the bulk of the restrictions that so burden people will be li�ed,”

Nehammer told a news conference.

The Government recently announced that as of this Saturday unvaccinated

people can return to restaurants and non-essential shops if they have been tested.

Nehammer said such proof of testing, recovery or vaccination would also be

scrapped and limits on the size of events would be li�ed by March 5th.

It is up to Austria’s nine provinces to decide whether to retain tougher restrictions

than those imposed by the federal Government, which the capital Vienna has

generally done. Vienna has not allowed the unvaccinated to return to restaurants

and the mayor was due to announce its position later on Wednesday.

The general requirement to enter Austria will be eased from proof of a booster

jab to proof of vaccination, recovery or a recent test, Health Minister Wolfgang

Mueckstein said.

On the vaccine mandate, a committee of experts on health and constitutional law

that is to review its suitability will report to the Government before March 15th,

Nehammer said, suggesting the measure could be done away with before �nes are

handed out.

Some rules will nevertheless remain in place, however, including the mandatory

use of high-class FFP2 masks on public transport and in supermarkets.
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You can read the rest of the Breitbart report here.

By Toby Young  /  17 February 2022 • 21.38
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artfelix   4 days ago

As I said previously – it was never going to happen. Scare tactic that would have been

utterly unworkable in reality (and illegal).

59 -2

BeBopRockSteady   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Even the suggestion of such policies is enough to force action. Its that serious

17 -1

Lockdown Sceptic   3 days ago

  Reply to  

The use of Covid certs will also be maintained with hospitals and nursing homes

within the country, while entering Austria from abroad will also reportedly

require either proof of vaccination, recovery, or a negative Covid test.

  Oldest 
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The Archbishop of Canterbury starts rewriting his own role in the Covid-19

pandemic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_p80y__xkdI

At Easter 2020, many churchgoers were shocked to be advised by the Archbishop of

Canterbury, their spiritual leader, that churches were to be locked and forbidden to
be entered even by clergy or to be used for private prayer. The Archbishop is now
trying change history and deny that he was responsible for this terrible

situation. History Debunked

Don’t get complacent. Let’s keep getting the message out with our friendly

resistance.

Saturday 19th February 11am to 12pm 

 Yellow Boards By the Road   

by Reading Bridge House George St, 

Reading RG1 8PR

Stand in the Park Sundays 10am  make friends, ignore the madness & keep sane  

Wokingham Howard Palmer Gardens Cockpit Path car park Sturges Rd RG40 2HD   

Henley Mills Meadows (at the bandstand) Henley-on-Thames RG9 1DS

Telegram Group  

http://t.me/astandintheparkbracknell

13 -2

Mr Dee   3 days ago

  Reply to  

“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like

whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are

full of the bones of the dead and everything unclean. In the same way, on the

outside you appear to people as righteous but on the inside you are full of

hypocrisy and wickedness.”

9 0

Rogerborg   3 days ago

  Reply to  

I’d balk at “never”.

The wheels are coming o� the COOFS-19 bandwagon, but the structures and

principles are in place, and the vast majority of Western populations complied and

lined up for the clot-shots, wore their muzzles, and didn’t do more than grumble

online or maybe wave a bit of damp cardboard at a rally.

Lockdown Sceptic
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When they release the next plandemic, expect it all to come back again, and this

time harder, faster and deeper.

14 0

JRAJ19   4 days ago

Just u-turn on everything and people will forget? It’s not going to happen, the

unvaccinated have been abused, marginalised, shunned and ostracised over something

as trivial as a vaccine. Law abiding Unvaccinated people were treated like domestic

terrorists and it disturbs me greatly.

199 -1

Rowan   4 days ago

  Reply to  

We won’t forget.

59 -1

TheyLiveAndWeLockdown   3 days ago

  Reply to  

There’s a wall for each of them to stand in front of one last time.

22 0

Emerald Fox   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Why haven’t the behavioural psychologists at SAGE been treated as terrorists? Yeah,

I know, I know, it’s a bit scary to go round and ring their doorbell.

3 0

RW   4 days ago

This mirrors the situation in Germany where restrictions except forced wearing of

expensive throwaway masks and social distancing are to be li�ed. The leader of the

Green party is also on record for demanding mandatory vaccination in order to –

who’d have guessed that – eradicate Sars-CoV2 (literally prevent another COVID-wave

in autumn).

Unfortunately, this people haven’t learned a thing. They just discovered that some of

their shit is so seriously expensive that it cannot possibly be maintained.

JRAJ19

JRAJ19

JRAJ19
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 Last edited 4 days ago by RW

81 -1

Star   4 days ago

  Reply to  

I’m not sure but I think in your last sentence you are implying the rulers are stupid?

The economy has got to crash at some point, and even if the trigger is war or a

di�erent virus or both, its �avour will surely have at least some SARSCoVy tones. It

could happen tomorrow or it could happen a�er another round or two of lockup

and huge SARSCoV spending followed by staged release. Personally I think it will be

nearer to tomorrow than it will be to the end of 2023, but who really knows? The

obedience conditioning advances.

 Last edited 4 days ago by Star

15 -1

Hugh   4 days ago

  Reply to  

I must say I was worried when Germany went along with money printing with

their experience of hyperin�ation. The world really has gone mad. Maybe we

won’t be able to sneer at “Zimbabwe’s” economy for much longer. 10% real

in�ation in the UK? It’s just like the 1970’s. Stu�ng ruinous lockdowns (and

“quantitative easing”, and the stu� that led to 2008).

28 -1

Emerald Fox   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Petrol up by 47% in Finland in the past year and half.

1 0

Emerald Fox   3 days ago

  Reply to  

The ‘rulers’ are not so stupid that they overlooked having lots of bodyguards.

1 0

BeBopRockSteady   4 days ago

  Reply to  

RW
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Hugh
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They are power addicted

7 -1

RW   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Not this lady who basically looks like an upright walking sofa. She’s addicted to

the US le� and international NGOs. And will thus simply parrot whatever either

of both happens to be saying. Thus, COVID is a dreadful disease which can only

barely held at bay by medical face masks until it was �nally eradicated. And the

way to achieve that is Vaccinate! Vaccinate! Vaccinate! everyone in circles until

the miracle �nally occurs. Or the sun burns out, whichever happens �rst.

All pandemics of germ control maniacs end, unfortunately, usually only a�er

these have collaterally killed a lot of lesser people, by the people simply being

unwilling to take it any longer.

3 0

Rowan   4 days ago

  Reply to  

“They just discovered that some of their shit is so seriously expensive that it cannot
possibly be maintained.”

As well as having not shred of science to back it

22 -1

RW   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Objectivity and facts are just cultural prejudices of white supremacists.

1 0

Hugh   4 days ago

  Reply to  

The Green Party support GM now?

I suppose it’s like a former SNP member said about that party no longer containing

real nationalists. The Green party are perhaps more interested in Marxism or some

such than actual environmental issues (incidentally an alliance between the Scottish

Green Party and the “it’s our oil” SNP – the only major British party known for a

slogan relating to the oil industry – strikes me as strange).

BeBopRockSteady

RW

Rowan
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12 0

RW   3 days ago

  Reply to  

The (German) Greens where environmentalists in the 1980. Nowadays, there’s

just another organization woke career politicians utilize to get from university

politics into the real thing. Eg, they’re very much in favour of huge tower blocks

everywhere because these are soo e�cient for packing people densely together

on limited space (and because property speculation is soo lucrative, but that’s

obviously not explicitly stated).

3 0

TSull   4 days ago

The link to the Breitbart report is missing.

4 -1

Hugh   4 days ago

“High-class” masks?

It’s always striking, isn’t it, that they never seem to have rules to make sure people keep

these things clean (change or wash a�er 30 minutes use?) and use them correctly.

47 -1

RW   4 days ago

  Reply to  

This should be high-price masks.

32 -1

Annie   4 days ago

  Reply to  

High cost to the environment, certainly. 

The fact that they make the wearer look like a mentally defective porker is, of

course, irrelevant.

44 -1

HelenaHancart   4 days ago
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  Reply to  

Searched these online to see what they looked like. Jeez, I’ve seen loads of

chronically and perpetually terri�ed wearing these bloody things! We’ve still

a way to go…

20 -1

Hugh   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Ah but they make you more attractive. The Guardian said so…

10 -1

CovidiotAntiMasker   3 days ago

  Reply to  

You mean Boris.

1 0

Rogerborg   3 days ago

  Reply to  

FFP2 are all disposables. The bizarre part is that most FFP2 respirators are also

valved, so you’d be breathing the “coofs” straight out.

Even Darth Fauci spotted the problem with that, and was championing the

“common sense” measure of wearing a useless piece o� cloth over a useless valved

respirator.

I actually have more respect for the idiots wearing full seal cannister respirators

rather than the idiots wearing pieces of cloth. At least they’re taking rational

measures to address their sincerely held irrational beliefs.

7 0

ellie-em   3 days ago

  Reply to  

…and whilst the world is �ghting a life threatening virus, they never provided

‘hazardous waste’ bins for people to deposit the cruddy face masks a�er use…

1 0

Fireweasel   4 days ago

Here’s what they’ve started pushing in the last few days:

Annie

Annie

Annie

Hugh

Hugh
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This is far from over. 

  

People need to distinguish between HIV and AIDS. HIV is an abbreviation for Human

Immunode�ciency Virus. This is a fake virus that all evidence tells us simply doesn’t

exist. The people that claim it exists can’t isolate it and show it, or any part thereof,

under a microscope. 

  

A German scientist was challenged about this lack of evidence, and he agreed that

there was no physical proof to show this virus was real, but he said that it exists due to

there being a scienti�c consensus that it does. 

  

I kid you not. The Nazis le� a very strong legacy in that country. 

  

AIDS stands for Acquired Immune De�ciency Syndrome. AIDS is actually the

symptoms that people supposedly infected with HIV display. The “Acquired” in the

term denotes that the patient displaying these symptoms incurred them from being

infected with HIV – therefore this patient is marked for life as carrying a very

contagious and incurable virus. 

  

One of the foremost pernicious e�ects of the COVID-19 gene therapies are that they

damage people’s immune systems. Of course, Big Pharma can’t very well say that

millions of people that took the gene therapies are now su�ering from immune

de�ciency. 

  

Hence, the fake HIV is being given a new lease of life. And, of course, there will be an

endless supply of drugs on-hand to deal with this new and more virulent strain of this

“virus”. 

  

Do you know how they test people for HIV? It’s unbelievable. They test for HIV by

measuring the activity of the patient’s immune system. So, if they test a malnourished

person in the �rst stages of a common cold they’ll �nd that certain aspects of their

immune system have produced more antibodies than usual. This can be enough to

diagnose this patient with AIDS. 

  

Pregnant women, due to carrying a child, produce an abundance of antibodies, and this

has led to many of them being falsely diagnosed with HIV. The toxic drugs they use to

treat HIV are what really brings on the immune de�ciency, or AIDS. 

“Highly virulent HIV variant found circulating in Europe …”
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There’s now a big push on to promote testing for HIV in the UK and worldwide. People

will be told they are sel�sh if they don’t trot in for a test. And, I suspect, a lot of people

that took the gene therapies will be found to have immune de�ciency. Or, as they’ll be

told, they are displaying AIDS symptoms which means they are infected with HIV. 

  

When they told us a short time ago they were rolling back on mandates and instructed

that COVID-19 could now be lived with, I wondered what their Plan B was. It seems a

new and more virulent variant of the fake HIV is their Plan B.

 Last edited 4 days ago by Fireweasel

57 -2

Trabant   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Wow! Another fake pandemic that will be the PERFECT cover for all the jabberoids

with their destroyed immune systems and vAIDS then.

43 -1

Fireweasel   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Yeah, the Cabal aren’t dumb like the millions of immunode�ciency injected

sheep. Like good chess players, they always think a dozen moves ahead. 

  

This is a good documentary to watch if you want to see �rst-hand accounts of

how genocidal and corrupt the HIV/AIDS industry is. Pregnant women in

Europe with nothing wrong with them being falsely told they have HIV, and

being advised to abort their babies. 

  

What they’ve been at is so open, so in your face, that I truly believe that we are

Fireweasel

Trabant
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no better than animals for putting up with it. 

  

A little about the Cabal behind this. It’s said they worship Satan. This fellow was

known in biblical times as Prince of the Power of the Air. In other words, he can

be construed as a nature god, or earth god. 

  

The Cabal are actually big into nature, in so far that they totally believe that the

�ttest survive and the weak get eaten. Everywhere you look in nature, that’s the

way it is. There is no equality or equity in the natural world. 

  

This is the anomaly for the sheep. The more the sheep accept the way the Cabal

– through its lieutenants in Big Pharma and government – abuses them, the

more the Cabal will see that they sheep are getting what they deserve. 

  

Ask a lion on the plains of Africa, and he’d probably tell you the antelope are

there for him to eat them. And until such time as the antelopes can o�er a

deterrence, the lion will keep on eating them.   

  

The people that worship the Prince of the Power of the Air think like this lion.  

25 -1

DodosArentDead   4 days ago

  Reply to  

This might be an interesting tool to see what other nefarious plans ‘the

cabal’ have in store for us all…

https://healthglade.com/illuminati-card-game-all-the-cards-in-the-full-

deck/

2 -2

Mr Dee   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Check out the Terrorist Nuke card, and bear in mind this game was

published in 1994.

3 0

DodosArentDead   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Continuing on from the comment about ‘the cabal’ by Fireweasel above,

the card that disturbs me the most is this one. Named Necronomicon.

Fireweasel

DodosArentDead

Mr Dee
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The word, at �rst glance, bears a striking similarity to Omicron (Moronic)

but a�er investigation appears to be more ominous. As per this link in

the Wikipedia reference to the book with the same name.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cthulhu_Mythos_deities

1 0

Mr Dee   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Remember that the Cabal requires our permission to enslave us. If even one

of us denies them this, it can never win.

8 0

Ron Smith   4 days ago

  Reply to  

The rest have been shovelling too much snow!

2 -1

TheTartanEagle   3 days ago

  Reply to  

The last few lines of the linked article is the giveaway, emphasising surveillance

and monitoring, to continue the theme that we are all walking health hazards!

 Last edited 3 days ago by TheTartanEagle

4 0

Star   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Fireweasel
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“People need to distinguish between HIV and AIDS” – and between SARSCoV2 and

Covid-19.

15 -1

huxleypiggles   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Bill’s next pandemic then. As promised.

14 -1

DodosArentDead   4 days ago

  Reply to  

If the Covid “vaccines” cause millions of people to suddenly develop dysfunctional

immune systems, or some kind of antibody-dependent enhancement a “more
dangerous new strain of AIDS” is a pretty good cover story, don’t you think?

Read more here: 

https://o�-guardian.org/2022/02/11/is-there-something-more-sinister-behind-the-

new-hiv-scare/

14 -1

DodosArentDead   4 days ago

  Reply to  

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/cary-watkins-con�rms-embalmer-richard

12 -2

Hugh   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Will Public Health Scotland cover it up?

Fireweasel

Fireweasel

Fireweasel

Fireweasel
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8 -1

Oscarone   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Here’s an excellent documentary on HIV-AIDS House of Numbers Full

Documentary – Bing video

4 0

TheTartanEagle   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Ummm, most of Europe has been in some form of isolation for the last 2 years. So

are loads of people having secret parties in bunkers and engaging in “unsafe” sexual

practices and / or sharing needles? Given that you can’t get a cup of co�ee in some

places without proof of medical compliance, I can’t see how the HIV virus can be

spreading during 2 years of signi�cantly reduced novel sh&gging opportunities.

10 0

Mr Dee   3 days ago

  Reply to  

“having secret parties in bunkers and engaging in “unsafe” sexual practices and /

or sharing needles” – The ‘elites’ have been doing this throughout the

Scamdemic, of course. It’s a fundamental aspect of their religious practise.

3 0

Menckenitis   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Well spotted.

Robert Kennedy’s Book The Real Anthony Fauci has a chapter that provides a good

summary of anther of Fauci’s con tricks – AIDS. Same formula as Covid: not proved

to exist; symptoms explainable due to well known, everyday causes, the cure (AZT

drug) was mostly fatal. Kary Mullis (inventor of PCR process) called him out on this.

11 0

Annie   4 days ago

So this dire and cruel threat did not increase uptake of the snake oils. 

Interesting.

Fireweasel

Fireweasel

TheTartanEagle

Fireweasel
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32 -2

crisisgarden   4 days ago

  Reply to  

It wouldn’t have convinced me. You?

14 -1

Mr Dee   3 days ago

  Reply to  

I raise a glass to the valiant resistors in Austria. This news cheers me immensely.

The most aggressive of the Coviet powers in Europe is on the retreat. I feel like

we’ve won the �rst battle of this war. Everyone ready for the next round?

24 0

Hugh   3 days ago

  Reply to  

A�er so many false dawns (right back to three weeks to �atten the curve) I

feel there must be a catch. Still, it’s a relief that they have drawn back from

the Democratic Republic of Congo (or indeed the Austria of the 1940’s)

route.

8 0

Aleajactaest   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Italy will be the acid test. They were/are as bad as Austria

6 0

crisisgarden   4 days ago

Although I’ve been as horri�ed as everyone else by the prospect of mandatory

‘vaccination’ in any country, in the back of my mind I’ve always believed they wouldn’t

go through with it. Completely unworkable and a sure �re way to cause genuine civil

unrest. Maybe it boosted Austria’s numbers on the perverse new global human

experimentation exchange, but the idea of criminalising millions of ordinary citizens?

Nope.

31 -1

Annie

crisisgarden

Mr Dee

Mr Dee
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Alter Ego   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Boosting the numbers was always the game. Makes it easier to marginalise and

punish those who resist.

14 0

Eric Olthwaite   4 days ago

…

54 -1

Star   4 days ago

Consumer spending is subject to seasonal variation, and one has to recall they allowed

many people to be “freer” a�er lockdown in each of the last two summers, before they

tightened the clamps later. Lots of money is spent in the summer on services which

can’t be home-delivered.

My hunch is the French presidential election this year, the two rounds of which

straddle Easter-Passover, could be spectacular. It’s already getting to be a right old

bun�ght with defections and, worse, with accusations of spying, making a British Tory

stabfest look mild.

The big big word is “NATO”. That was also a big word, once upon a time, in the

destabilisation of Italy.

 Last edited 4 days ago by Star

10 -1

David.in.Italy   3 days ago

  Reply to  

crisisgarden

Star
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OTAN, peut-être, forse?

0 0

Star   4 days ago

The downvoter is having a �eld evening 

17 -3

Sforzesca   4 days ago

  Reply to  

I gave you a downtick just to ruin his/her perfect record of one downtick per

comment. 

Does said person leave it as one – or not?

6 -6

crisisgarden   4 days ago

  Reply to  

He/she is toying with us. Mind tricks. It’s too clever for me, I don’t think I’m

going to post here any more.

9 -2

Hugh   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Every post tonight. It could well be the work of one person this time. It takes

all sorts etc.

6 0

Fireweasel   4 days ago

The single down-ticker is on a wild wild rampage. I suppose the a�ere�ects of his|her

COVID-19 “inoculations” and all the booster shots, in correlation with the full moon, is

driving s|he nuts. 

29 -1

crisisgarden   4 days ago

  Reply to  

Star

Sforzesca

crisisgarden

Fireweasel
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‘The single down-ticker is on a wild wild rampage. I suppose the a�ere�ects of
his|her COVID-19 “inoculations” and all the booster shots, in correlation with the

full moon, is driving s|he nuts. ‘ 
Please get with the program. It could be a ze.

17 -1

Menckenitis   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Probably su�ering from Down syndrome.

3 0

huxleypiggles   4 days ago

So, the continued push for injections is with the intention of ensuring that those not

immediately maimed or killed go on to develop HIV.

Very convenient. Billy Boy must think himself very smart.

11 -1

Nessimmersion   4 days ago

Has someone noticed US life insurance death rates & started to weasel out?

Summation of Major Insurance company corporate group policy Loss Ratios (Death

Claims) Q4 rate vs 2019 rate:

Unum $UNM +36%

Lincoln $LNC +57%

Phttps://noqreport.com/2022/02/16/bombshell-report-insurance-companies-increase-

u-s-mortality-expectations-by-300000-due-to-covid-and-indirect-covid-aka-the-

jabs/ru $PRU +41%$RGA +21%

Hartford $HIG +32%

MetLife $MET +24%

 Last edited 4 days ago by Nessimmersion

10 -1

Dominic12   4 days ago

Fireweasel
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I don’t buy this stu� about HIV.

There will be millions of elderly couples happily married for decades and triple jabbed.

It is nonsensical to suggest a large number of one or both will out of the blue be

diagnosed as HIV positive.

Even were that the intention the suspicion of their motives is so great they aren’t so

stupid to try to get away with it.

 Last edited 4 days ago by Dominic12

12 -1

helenf   3 days ago

  Reply to  

Perhaps “the science” will discover that HIV is actually airborne and can also be

caught from unsterilised surfaces – hence perpetuating the need for masks, hand

sanitiser and other social control measures?? Whatever “virus” is next, everybody
will have to be at risk, otherwise how can they keep the population afraid, jabbed

and controlled?

8 0

Menckenitis   3 days ago

  Reply to  

“There will be millions of elderly couples happily married for decades and triple

jabbed. It is nonsensical to suggest a large number of one or both will out of the blue

be diagnosed as HIV positive.”

But, But, remember, this latest hobgoblin is highly infectious, just like Sars-cov-2,

and potentially lethal. We’re all going to need to get vaccinated against it for the

greater good.

3 0

BS665   3 days ago

Arbitrary rules and arbitrary decisions from a psychopath state, which only cares about

seeming reasonable to �t in with an arbitrary covidian liberalisation across Europe.

If just one major country in Europe had said ‘no’ to all this, Florida style, how many

lives, livelihoods, sanities, would have been saved, and how many tortures, would have

been avoided?

Dominic12

Dominic12
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But nobody had the balls to set the agenda for real sanity and truth. So it’s a random

merri-go-round of gaslighting and coercion, fear and hope, propaganda and

manipulation, instead of accountability, consistency, and consultation.

 Last edited 3 days ago by BS665

15 0

kate   3 days ago

From Mike Yeadon, more information on the toxicity problems with the mRNA

vaxxines. 

It seems that the longer the vax is kept, the more the mRNA degrades, and the less

toxic the injection. Plus about 50% of the contents are uncharacterised – imperfect

RNA proteins? 

A short presentation on Team Enigma’s latest �ndings, linking degraded mRNA &

toxicity. 

The more intact mRNA, the more toxic. 

To me, not surprising, because spike protein is likely the toxic principle. Much

evidence is circumstantial, such as fall-o� in toxicity with time from manufacture &

linkage time distance from the factory. 

Notice the moving speci�cation now accepting just 50% of mRNA being intact. No

explanation of or requirements for the other 50%. 

From a regulatory perspective, it can be anything. Any transcribed to protein? nobody

knows. 

More evidence in regulatory interactions & SEC disclosures that decision makers are

well aware of the toxicity yet continue in their malfeasance. See what you think. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/QeVnZxrYOVc9/

6 0

Mumbo Jumbo   3 days ago

It is amazing how quickly “The Science” has changed. I hear they are planning to cut

gravity as a solution to the problem of the overweight.

 Last edited 3 days ago by Mumbo Jumbo

12 0

kate   3 days ago

What is a directed-energy weapon?
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These weapons are currently being developed/used by the U.S., Russia, China, India,

the U.K., Iran and Turkey. 

The claim is that they are awesome because they are ‘discreet’ since “radiation does

not generate sound and is invisible if outside the visible spectrum”. 

 They can also be used in space and are cheap! Yay! Cheap weapons! In the above

de�nition, I don’t see anything about using this vicious dangerous technology on

civilians who are peacefully protesting. Funny that. 

https://jessicar.substack.com/p/directed-energy-weapons?utm_source=url

5 0

Aleajactaest   3 days ago

  Reply to  

as being deployed against protesters in Canberra, Australia.

https://www.ournewearthnews.com/2022/02/17/microwave-weapons-cooking-

protesters-as-they-sang-and-danced-about-freedom-in-canberra-australia/

5 0

cloud6   3 days ago

Crikey, the Beeb (BBC, I know call me a traitor) have �nally done it! declared an end to

the pandemic. On Thursdays Question Time there was a packed audience, not a mask

insight, the plastic dividers were gone, they had a decent panel (apart from Andy

Burnham, who spoilt it by his continued ranting), there were some good questions and

answers.

I shall miss the pantomime (theatre) by the audience of the mask of to talk, mask on to

shut up routine which gave me a good laugh… Dare I watch their news…..

4 0

RTSC   3 days ago

They over-reached and they know it. But the damage has been done; the Austrian

Government still has the potential to turn it into a Fascist State.

3 0

A directed-energy weapon (DEW) is a ranged weapon that damages its target with
highly focused energy, including lasers, microwaves, particle beams, and sound beams.

Potential applications of this technology include weapons that target personnel,
missiles, vehicles, and optical devices.

kate
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SimCS   3 days ago

They still haven’t learned, have they?! The lesson also must be that trying to impose

such draconian restrictions and laws against all normal morality and sensibilities (and

‘the science’) must, in future, have very much higher bars to cross, and be fully open to

wide public debate and approval, not simply be the whim of a few despots in

government.

1 0

Occams Pangolin Pie   3 days ago

The indelible whi� of fascism will linger for years to come

0 0

Emerald Fox   3 days ago

“almost all” or “most” means diddly squat.

“The use of Covid certs will also be maintained with hospitals and nursing homes

within the country, while entering Austria from abroad will also reportedly require

either proof of vaccination, recovery, or a negative Covid test.”

There you are. No change. Not really.

0 0
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It’s easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled.

– Mark Twain
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